DNA methylation patterns are appropriately established in the sperm of bulls generated by somatic cell nuclear transfer.
The cloning of animals by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) has the potential to allow rapid dissemination of desirable traits from elite animals. However, concern has been expressed that aberrant epigenetic marks in SCNT-derived animals may be passed onto the next generation, even though the offspring of clones appear to be mainly normal. Here, we compared the DNA methylation patterns at 10 genomic regions in sperm from SCNT bulls with that from normal, naturally conceived bulls and with the nuclear donor somatic cells. Eight of the 10 genomic regions were differentially methylated in sperm compared with the donor cell DNA. All three satellite sequences examined here were less methylated in sperm than in the donor cells, contradicting the belief that the sperm genome is always highly methylated. The DNA methylation patterns at all 10 regions were almost identical between SCNT and control sperm, with only one out of the 175 CpG sites/groups of sites examined showing significant difference. These results provide the first molecular evidence that the donor cell genome is correctly reprogrammed upon passage through the germ line in males, and that any epigenetic aberrations harbored by SCNT bulls are unlikely to be passed onto their offspring.